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» THE ROAD TO THE WHITE HOUSE: PART I

TALKING
IT OUT
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Students discuss the issues
getting them to the polls
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"Someone who is willing

What candidates and issues are young voters
concerned about?
A consistent issue is the war in Iraq, although student
political leaders have differing opinions on whether or not
it will be a deciding factor in the 2008 election.
"The war on terror is in the back of everyone's mind." Mike
Sargent, the first vice chair of the JMU College Republicans, said. "If
Cjiuliani does win the nomination 1 would be surprised if Democrats
ever wanted to talk about the war on terror. Because of o/n, you
can't attack Giuliani."
Kevin Boiling, the chair of Dukes for Romney. said that the
declining action in Iraq will eventually benefit Republicans.
"I'm not sure how it will factor, but I have noticed that in
newscasts they've said that deaths are going down and are at the
lowest level," Boiling said. "I think that by next November, it might
be an issue, things might settle down and Bush is bringing the troops
out. If a year from now, the war is looking good and taxes are going
down, it will benefit Republicans."
While both Republicans interviewed seemed confident that the
war in Iraq will not be a defining issue, two student political leaders
who identify as Democrats felt differently
"I think the war in Iraq will be an issue - what are we going
to do, how are we going to get out?" Mary White, president of the
JMU College Democrats, said. "It's interesting because it affects
everything, including the economy and the rising 1
Yvonne Tinsley, chapter director of Students for Barack Obama.
feels as if the opposing party is using the war incorrectly
"As far as Republican candidates - there is no deadline or
any plans to withdraw troops from Iraq," Tinsley said. "For other
candidates their priorities are not in withdrawing troops l>ul
maintaining fear in the war on terror and sustaining reasons for the
war."
When asked about their top three campaign issues, only one
student leader focused on education.
"Education is a big issue to DM is .1 student. Tinsley s.nd
"Obama wants to provide more money to public institutions where
students can't afford to attend college."
Common to all the student leaders was the discussion of
health care.

to go against conventions for
health care and not play the
game of politics," Tinsley said. "It's
not about being a conflict, but about
a resolution, something to solve our
national problem."
Sargent agreed, citing the different health
care plans that several of the candidates have offered up to
the public.
"Health care is a big issue, Clinton has a plan and Romney has a
counter offer," Sargent said.
Despite the issues, most of the student political leaders were
more eager to talk about the candidates.
rin y [Republicans] are shaped by their parties and not by their
issues," Tinsley said. "I want someone who can represent me and
think of the greater good."
Sargent was eager to analyze the behavior of the candidates.
"We have Mitt who is the golden boy - no bad side, married to
the same wife for years, never been divorced, doesn't drink or smoke
- he's complete and utter perfection," Sargent said. "Giuliani has
been divorced and remarried twice and is an ill-practicing Catholic
- those are his glaring weaknesses."
Although Sargent supports the Republican Party, he could not
deny the magnetism that he feels Barack Obama presents to the
public.
"As a black man, he is bulletproof, because you cannot use
negative politics against him," Sargent said. "You can't win a feel
good politics game with that guy because he's too good of a public
speaker and has been campaigning on different types of politics for
the better part of a year."
Bollingbaseshis faith in Romney due to the candidate sexperience
as a successful public servant and problem-solving CBO.
"In Massachusetts Romney balanced the budget without raising
taxes, cut spending, provided universal healthcare and solved other
problems while working with a hostile legislature," Boiling said. "I
also think having experience in the private sector as a CEO is better
than time in legislature - it helps build executive management
skills."
White encouraged students nut todiscuunt candidates that aren't
■ IIFOION. pop 5

if Personally, it's not about how they look at the issues. It's someone
who can bring both parties together and get the job done.
KEVIN 80LLING, Dukes for Romney Chair

Center designed for
advanced drug research
IYSHAYW
staH writer
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Wilh the system used today
across the country, it takes anywhere
between eight and ten yean* and
over a half billion dollars to develop
a drug and gain FDA approval.
Last December, Virginia Gov.
Timothy M. Kaine announced
the creation of a new Center for
Advanced Drug Research (CADRE)
in Rockingham County. Keith
Boswell, team leader for Security
and Services for the VEDP, hopes
researchers will be able to use this
facility to cut down on the time and
money used in the process.
California-based
MM MI. h
institute,
SRI
International,
combined with Rockingham County,
thecityofHarrisonburg. the Virginia
Economic Development Program,
JMU and other institutions in
Virginia to support this opportunity.
"Hiis project is absolutely one

of those that doesn't happen NO
often," Boswell said. "1 don't know it
it'll ever happen again."
To get the project started,
Rockingham County put almost
|17 million worth of bonds towards
the construction of the facility. The
Commonwealth of Virginia then
committed to fund $22 million over
a period of 7 years to help get the
''Titcr started.
"SRI liked Virginia, Virginia liked
SKI. and we found a way to make it
work," Boswell Bid
Located just north of the city
limits, the center will Depart of the
Rockingham Center for Research
and Technology.
"It was strategically located to
the nation'! capital and the Federal
Drug Administration,'' Boswell said.
This will be done through the
work of executive director Krishna
Kodukula and several researchers at
the center. A number that is expected
to grow to ,il- mi 100 in the next five

Joso* Jo(obs showiosei some of me equipment in Mi's temporary facility in Burrvu Halt
years, the CEO of the Shenandoah VaUe)
Partnership Robin Sullenberger said.
At the center, they will focus on the
creation of new diagnostics, therapeutics,
and vaccines tor infectious and neglected
diseases and for biodefense, according to
the Web sit,
"The idea is to create an environment
in the valley that will havea variety of hightnhnolog) programs," Sullenberger said.
"People will see the Shendandoah Valley

as a wonderful place for collaborative
efforts."
With the development of the new
renter, the organizations involved hope
to see other companies follow SRI to the
area and create spin off opportunities
throughout the state.
"We hope to see growth that will evolve
out of the SRI facility," Sullenberger
»«RESEARCH 1
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Jerry Benson, John Nottsinger
and Teresa Gonzalez were selected
as vice provosts. ,1 new position, In
Provost Douglas Brown
Benson and Nottsinger Mmimni
the role of vice provost as of Nov. 1.
in addition to the first Vice PrOVOflt,
Gonzalez, selected in February.
Gonzalez
was
appointed
by Brown as the first step m
reorganization of the semoi Bom in
the division of academic affairs. She
is responsible t'oi the College of Arts
and Letters, the College of Visual
and Performing Arts, tin ottoe
of the registrar, academic policy
& curriculum services, academic
program review, academic student
services, cross disciplinary studies
curriculum development and the
university honor system.
"I am excited about being
appointed as one of the three
Vice Provosts and look forward
to working with my eoll
Dr. Benson and Dr. Not?
Gonzalez said. "We bring a great
deal of experience and vision to the
Provost's team."
Benson and Nofl
both ready to take on then new
positions.
"It's pretty exciting since we
have never had a vice provost,*1
Benson said. "It's an opportunity
to have a broad range of program-.
working with colleagues in the
National Center for Rural Science,
Technology,
Engineering
and
Mathematics Education Oulieach
and HHS to look creatively, share
ideas and look into the future to do
together."
Noftsinger
will
supervise
research development, iponeorad
programs, economic development.
teehnolog> transfer, congressional
and federal relations and strategic
alliances for academieattaus
Benson, formei dean of CISAT,
willcarryouttheresponsihilitiesotall
the programs in science, technology.
engineering,
mathematics
and
health professions.
"My role is to cut BCIQM
alliances bringing people together
to
strategical
plan
.moss
programs, and where we will go as a
university in the future to leverage
collaboration and research 111 these
units," Benson said.
Although their duties in the*
positions ma> not l>e apparent now
Benson and Nottsinger emphasized
that students will see a long-term
change to the universih
"On a day to da\ basis. I do not
battoVC that the JMC students will
see a tangible change. however,
the effects of reorganizing should
have a long term effect on future
programs," Noftsinger said.
Benson hopes students will take
advantage of programs offered at
JMU.
"It's important to know that
the qu.ihlv education ami support
we are receiving now is going to
continue and be enhanced." he said
'1 hope that students will engage in
thinking what new connections and
opportunities there are tor them
and to take advantage of them
Graduate student R\an Mcka\
worked with Nottsingei last August
in the Institute for Infrastructure
and Information Assurance, and
said Noftsinger is ai i respectabk
leader for this position.
"I have found him to be |
very motivating leader who is
extremely receptive to the needs
of James Madison Unfvnrarty,'
McKay said. "l>r Nottsinger has
provided several
opportunities
for my professional and personal
growth and he continues m be
extreme!) supportive, thoiighttul.
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A Category ot One University

Graduate Study At RIT
Career-focused Specialized. Technologically land.
•*■ eWai fatuity tAti Industry comtctKnt
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...call us first

computer repair
virus/spyware removal
laptop repair
data recovery
reformat/reinstall

"digerati

JAM)

MpMM and Qownrifft ptrbwihipi

> 'SgraOjattdairWncludlnvMS/MBA/MFii/PhO
pngnm

540.437.3737

special order parts
tune-ups

' 50 nmrdi laiitiii mpQarlkig ippM rnaawch.
CMMaf M hllWtuUII

pc and mac service
wireless networks
hardware
upgrades

W.03] mmn. »ol*niJe

Contact us at: www.riteilu/aradsuidy/4,
1-866-260-3950

(formerly)

WildWir«s

498 university blvd. across from sheetz/exxon
www.yo-digerati.corn

' OmiwrnislrtdsgrMindirinaprairimi
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•tlend Our Grid Study Open House Jinusry 7th, 2008.
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China Express
Chinese Restaurant

Crossing

1031 Port Republic Road

The Best Value Combo
Dishes come with
vegetable Lo Main
Spring Roll
8 Ox. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup

next to Food Lion

Free Delivery

CHINESE!

Late Night
$10.00 Minimum - Limited Area

(540) 568- 9899

Wonton, Egg Drop, or Hot and Sour

Looking For The Time
Of Your Life?
Ashby Crossing is
Where Life Begins!
Don't miss out on housing
for 2008-2009.
Stop by today and fill
your application out.
First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor

A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H,
I, J, K, L,

$395.00
$400.00
$405.00

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-432-1001
www.ashbycrossing.com

SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC17BeefwithBrrxcrJ
SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24SsasarneChcken
SC28 Orange Flavored Chtten
Menu & Map found on

GoIxxtkOn.Com
Trv
OUr Chef SDef iaK ^7 4S
iiy uui V.MCI JUCLWIS J/.t3

Only

<6.95

Sun-Thu until I ,im
& l-ri- Sat until 2 am

Monthly Specials

re.l

FREE Cheese Wonton (6),
w/ the Purchase of 2 Super Combos!
or a Purchase $15 or more
■ must renton tte ad when ordering Sl'ltt tatS
'™n*<l with Plain Fried or Steamed Amaz
Rice)

Bourbon Chicken Lemon Chicken

Amazing Chicken

FREE 2008 Calendar with Pruchase

No More Long Buses
No More Waiting on Your Parents
No More Bumming Rides
Get Home When YOU Want!

$350 designated parking
spot for the semester
(January- May)
(August- December) j

Safe. Secure. Lit, LocVced.
parking lot off North Mam
On JMU busline ttom
.
Godwin.

Secure a spot now for S17S deposit
Pay for spring semester up front
Spot must be reserved by December
15th for spring semester

\-

Only 40 Spots Left!

540-746-3562

Editor: Ashley Hopkins
Editor: Koleigh Moher
Assistont Editor: Cfiloe Jean Park
breezenews@thebreeze.org

www.thebreeze.org

(540) 568-8041
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Smooth flight
Shenandoah Regional Valley Airport to get a bigger plane
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University plans student enrollment Veterans' stadium
to be torn down
expansion but curbs parking
and reconstructed

BY MEGAN WILLIAMS
■Meat ole tditot

Most Of the time the roads around campus are empty, but
between classes can sit in bumpcr-to-bumper traffic.
"It's like the campus is breathing." said Aaron Smith-Waller,
the transportation demand manger Whan students .ire in class
it's breathing in, but when classes lei out, it's like a big exhale."
As JMU anticipates a 4.000 increase in enrollment,
many anticipate a boost in the economy and the university's
reputation
Not everyone is happy about the expected growth. Due to the
issue of overcrowding, which is already prevalent on campus,
it is lacking parking spots for student drivers. Unless changes
are made the added amount of students could cause coup -si inn
on major roads around campus such as Port Republic Road
and South Main Street. The only real solution is to create more
transportation opportunities, and diversify class times, SmithWalter said.
This has been done to a certain extent. The Warsaw Parking
Deck is the newest accommodation Parking Services and has
added 487 commuter parking spaces to the campus. While the
university has plans lo add additional residence and dining halls
to the east side of campus to counter increased enrollment, no
future plans have been enacted lor parking.
Including the new spots, there are 2,748 spots designated
for resident drivers and 3,371 for commuters, according to the
Parking Services Web site. There are currently 7,706 etudent
commuters registered with Parking Services and 880 rcsid.-nt
drivers registered, according to Tan Anncntroul, the director of
Parking Service.
JMU is currently working on a six-year plan to expand
enrollmenl with a projection of 21,500 students by the year
2013, but Armentroul says she is not aware of any plans at this
time to construct new parking facilities. She also indicates ! lui .1
continued increase in enrollmenl has the |>os.sihility of impacting
BUHIBUI parking.
An increase in 1 he price of parking permits for students would
be required to supplement the cost of building more parking
facilities, according to Armentrout.
The best solution according to the newly created
Transportation Demand Management position is to create
options so that fewer students will have lo drive which would
reduce the number of cars driving to campus daily.
"We're currently in the data collection stage, where we're
trying to figure out rudimentary numbers," Smith-Walker said.
M MM ami'

BY ASHLEY HOPKINS
BM «J IB

Trie new Veterans' Memorial Stadium will be expanded to
incorporate memorial honors to those soldiers who lost their
lives in foreign wan
The current baseball stadium, which will be torn down
to make room lor the new baseball/softball field, featuraa 1
memorial recognizing those soldiers who died during World
War II. The new stadium would honor all llarrisonliurg veterans who gave their lives during any foreign war.

64

The evenL.was not about construction.
It was about honoring our veterans...
- DON EGIE
Uniw sity Spokesman
99

AJKONSnWAIl/pUlilto.
As on ollernoliie lo creating men parking lot!, the Transportation Domond Management
encourages using the bus system in and around campus

Expansions for the stadium wen announced after representatives from the Veterans nt foreign Wars, American
Legion, AMVETS, Ladies Auxiliary and Prisoner Of War/
Missing in Action Riders joined with JMU officials, the cits
of Ilarrisonburg and US. Rep. Bob (ioodlatte last Snnda) to
honor local seterans
'Tlie event on Sunday was not about construction," Don
Kgle, university spokesman, said. "It was about honoring our
veterans and expanding our memorial."
The stadium is currently in its design phase, and it projected to cost around $7 million, according to E|le A- the previous stadium was not in good enough condition to renovate, as
had been the original plan, it had to lie rebuilt, adding to tin
cost. So far there is no news on when construction will begin
or how long it will last.
While a lot of the information concerning the construction
is still up in the air. I.glc look- forward lo DM construction of
(he BlmUUUI and thinks that it could help the college comimuiiU
relate to those who have lost friends and family members due to
foreign conflict.
He said, "It's a wonderful thing, not only lor tin- mm.ink]
but tor the communitv."

Alternative Spring Break
floating Info, session

Hypnotist performing
again tonight

School wide canned
food drive this week

Library acquire* historic
newspapers

Tech at top of agricultural
funding rankings

New competition means
greeks are going green

WHEN: Tonight 7 p.m.
WHERE Highlands Room, Festival
Student (enter
WHAT The Alternative Breaks Program will be hosting an information session lor students interested
in participating in a domestic trip
over spring break
F01 more information about the
program check out wmjmuidu
ttl/mbm e-mail mb@jmutdu

WHEN Tonight, 8 pm.
WHERE: Wilson Hall
COST: Free
WHAT Hypnotist Michael (
Anthony, who performs each
year during 1787 Oriento
lion, will be returning to JMU
tonight.
For more information con
loctAlliBeislerotcWeoseT/mi/
«ft/oi(54(l)56tW?l7.

WHEN: Nov 12 It
WHERE: Food drop oH loco
lions at Hie Commons, Carrier Library 01 the SGA office
(Toytoi 203)
WHAT: The SGA is accept
ing non perishable food
ilems lo donate lo those
in need.
Contort mkMeOinK idu
with any questions.

The Albert and Shirley
Small Special Collections relieved 133 issues o( the Virginia Gazelle printed during the Revolutionary War,
according la Tee (malm
Daily.
Smoll mode significant
contributions lo this collection,
including 0 copy of the Declaration of Independence

The Notional Science Founda
lion ranked Virginia lech No. 10 in
lunding for agriculture science research and development Va. Tech
spent lit million dollars an re
search and development, reported
the (olltgiole Tines.
The ranking ploces Va. Tech behind the University of Florida, Cornell
University, Teurn ASM and North Cor
olino Stole University

Next spring oil sororities in sorority court at WSM will compete in on
FcoCoed competition to sove eneigy.
The competition will include challenges
monitoring eneigy use cleaning product and water use
The competition started with
a green pledge authored by the
Back Porch Energy Initiative, a
nonprofit organiiotien founded
by olumm

CO
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PROVOST: Peers support new provosts
IUOV0ST. from ftoni

quHfiedbecMaBofthfcapafcDce

anddedtarted nol <»nl> to my
UCOM,bu( .iLs.i |i> tin- smvifvs
i it III.' nihi-r ftriHiuli' UaiM that
i III.V

MiinnlmT ■nn hnMnmlkiiwon

nbed for UH1 job.
1>r. Benson is the most

Noftsinger.
"Ineir individual penxjnaliUcs
ami strengths imistct the university,
and they an? mentor* who impact
my career and I enjoy having the
opportunity to leam from these
two great academic leaders." he
said.

.is dean and he is an excellent
atlniiiiLstralor who really a vision
ft»rtheuniversity and Ihawcnjoywi
working with him," he said.
Director of Research and
Development Kenneth Newbold
works with hoth Benson and

PARKING: JMU grows, parking stays same
^«HNG. from 3
Thoseimmhers will includehmv
H.UI\ -.indents driw onto onpai
dqr, and whether or IKM those
-indents are car pooling or driving
ilone
n vni make i polcy change
md it turns out to be a bad one it

hive drastic taaKCfMBeet,

HI

Smith-Waher said. In nuke am
I i i l
H are made.
Transportation
Demand
4anaaanxnl division is apendfai
■Heeling data to make .i man
informed decision. Tliis includes
'lldnn; out MTVajl 10 all studrnts

vxi their JNU V m.nl accounts to get
a better understanding of driving

and is entirely geared towards
students." Smith-Walker said.
"However there is always room for
improvement."
llir transit system is trying to
improve in many ways. Kariiei tins
month, the Harrisonhurg transit
system was told in expect almost
$2.3 million from the federal
government specifieally for transit
improvements. Inis will include
the purchase of nine rvptavrrtent
huscsand adding more routes to the
existing 25, which run seven daysa
week throughout the JMU campus
and in the city of I .amsonburg.

haUla

"People are going to have to
bvaadpae new ways to get from
here to there, such as car pooling,
walking anil biking. Smith-Walker
said. "Also we're going to need
to diversitv the wi\ classes are
scheduled."
\s u alternative to building
more parking lots, Smith-Walk, i
suggests that nit ire -students should
use the bus system to get to and
In »m campus.
Trie transit system is great

ELECTION: Student political leaders
discuss candidates and issues
ELKTION from front
receiving intense media hype.
"I think Kdwards has a good
shot at it [the nomination],"
White said. "He's doing pretty
well in Iowa and I think it'll be
interesting to see how he does.
Ohama has a lot of hype, but
does he really have what it takes
to be president because he's

so young and hasn't had much
experience."
In the end. Boiling revealed
that he bases his opinions on
the abilities of the candidate.
"Personally, it's not about
how they look at the issues,"
Boiling said. "It's someone who
can bring both parties together
and get the job done."

This article is the first in
a four part series that will
closely examine how members
of the JMU community feel
about the issues raised in
the upcoming presidential
election.
Check back in
the middle of January for
the next installment of the
series.

Studenls may call the University Health Center
to schedule a flu shot at 540 568-6178
while supplies last!

without the FLU.

RESEARCH: Center will bring opportunity

DKIlDfU Iron,
I
I(ran.
K1SUKH

■aid.

The center is estimated to

IK'

nmpleted in mid-2009, bul SKI
1.IS .IIH'.KIV Ix'gun operating on
IMI - e.impns. "till ip|tiee.s anil
p m Binuai Hall until

.
^ ■is finished.
e ■ II
innstnietion
"JMU was interested because
SRi's research and ilevelo|mienl
-tiatcnii-s. an.l .IMI's fcca areas
were almost an identical match,'
Sullenbergersakl.
This
mutually
tx-nrfnial

meineke
car care center
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relationship will help give JM'J the
research opportunities it haaol seen
when cumpaa-d to other Virginia
uni\ersities. according to BotMfl,
"It will really be a tremendous
catalyst for the economic state of
the area," he said.
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WIPE DOWN
YOUR KEYBOARD

HARRISONBURG

WASH YOUR
HANDS.

COVER YOUR
MOUTH.

1871 Sooth Mala Street
((»«. ol IsuK 11 Scut «l fUniM M Id br*SWl]

540-438-5858

00

$5

OFF

I I

OIL CHANGE
Dtiooot opftrt to rogotor rotol prlooj.
M aar ■"**- i *i J «M .cm ri mi t
react, LM.I.IM

%

15

OFF:

ALL PARTS

;

FOR ALL JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
Dwooot ooeftes to rogotor rttol aririaf
Most preset)! Cooipos I.D. at tone ol
oitioiott. See dealer (or dWloth.
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http://www.jmu.edu/healthctr/

TOAD'S PLACE

The Bravery

Where Tbe Legends Piny
11/16

"Straylight Run *Conshafter w/ Sludge from y101

Club Pulse at Toad's Place

11/17

THE BEST DANCE PARTY IN RICHMOND!
(Rfl Uodercor laspeclioat Eslimote
A/C Service Batteries Belts Brakes
Nationwide Lifetime Warranties
Oil Change Transmission Fluid Service »y
1^SJZ£"*
Ope.Moa-S.il
Tires Tune-Ups And Much More
■■■
;
www.meineke.com

' 30 ant to 6:00 pm

Streetlight Manifesto
"Suburban Legends

11/18

"The Stitch Up

The Hold Steady w/ Art Brut....11/19
"1990s

Regina Spektor

11/20

'1990s

Hot Topic Presents:

Avenged Sevenfold
"Operator
Capt. Anna Morgan, MD
Brooke Army
Medical Center, Texas

11/21

-

The Confession "Black Tide

Club Pulse at Toad's Place
YIOI Snowball

I ■ ait-1

11/24

"Featuring MTV musical misfit: DJ Skribbles

•Paramore

11/29

"Silversun Pickups

"Army of ME

www.ToadsPlaceRVA.com
804-648-TOAD (8623)
140 Virginia St. I
Richmond, VA I
23219

EARN YOUR DEGREE,
THE RESPECT OF YOUR PEERS AND
MORE THAN $1,600 PER MONTH.

A performance experience you'll never forget.
Get at spectacular job as a singer, dancer,
musician, stage manager, technician or
specialty performer. All talents welcome.

Students accepted into an accredited medical or dental school
are eligible for our Medical and Dental School Stipend Program.
In addition to more than $1,600 per month for livinq expenses,
MDSSP qlves you a head start on your career. Your Army Reserve
traininq provides invaluable experience alonqside outstandinq
medical professionals and a major advantaqe over your peers.
Most importantly, as a member of the U.S. Army Health Care
Team, you'll earn the qratitude of our Soldiers, their Families and
your nation.

Monday Dec. 3, 2007 James Madison University
Festival Conference &

Dancers should arrive at 12:30 pm

Student Center. Ballroom A

All other talents 2:00 pm to 4:30 pm

Conference Room 3

Tech Interviews 2:30 pm to 4:30 pm

Dancers will be taught a routine All other talents bring prepared 90
second audition Technicians should bring a resume and letters ol
recommendation Visit our website for helpful audition bps pay rates.
photos and benefits Live auditions are preferred but video auditions

Gain your Strenqth to Heal. Contact
1SG Frederick Ramie at 888-251-6425 or
frederick.ramie(*usarec.army.mil. For more
information, visit healthcare.qoarmy.com.

are accepted Call our Audition Hotline 800-253-3302 or visit

www.talentsearchbgw.com
_
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Ignorance
isn't bliss
...when it comes to the safety of JMU

The majority of our mothers and fathers encouraged us as
children, and now as young adults, to step forward and to tell the
truth. Neglecting to do so. whether it be a seemingly little white lie
or matter that is more serious, alwa> * seems ii > come back to haunt
an individual or group who withholds the truth. Such is the case
regarding the incident in Jackson Hall on Oct. 28 when an "alleged"
group of people was supposedly found sleeping in a classroom in
Jackson Hall by an unsuspecting janitor.
Depending on which version of the story you heard before it was
reported by The Breeze, the janitor was either robbed, held at gun
point or had his picture taken by the intruders before the intruders left. Due to the late response of the university concerning tins
situation, the event is the latest news on campus—even though it
happened nearly three weeks ago.
An invasion on our campus by an outside group of people who
had the potential to harm a person of the JMU community warrants
enough for a major response by university authorities-let alone
a messy Timely Notification to alert students. As the universin
tries to contain panic by remaining silent, itis creating the oppodtt
effect. Students arc forced to assume the worst because they must
rely on stories heard from a friend of a friend because JMU niflmi
to open its mouth and speak.
After the tragic shooting at Virginia Tech last April. JMU
is taking many measures to ensure that students are twin 1 'I
possible dangers on campus. The administration is working hard

r and the colorful trees remind me that the ties, stores are stocked with Valentine's Day goodfe.Small
11- f lung up more quickly than I would like. The
shops and big businesses paint the town pini, only To repaint it
are A rime for family, friends—and the frenzy of buygreen Feb. 15. And once St. Paddy's H»y is overj"fcrtee everying Rifts for mem. I haven't even started devising my plan to
thing in red, white and blue! It's UkeVceaseJess ejele we must
fast two days before Thanksgiving so I can feast on my mom's
face for every major holiday we celebrate, \>baked macaroni and cheese and green bean casserole, and
But this cycle is exacerbated if we are constantly bombarded
already the TV blares with commercials yelling at me to "save
with messages of "buy this! buy
before the holidays!"
that!" We are so concerned with
Everywhere I walk outside my sans season's greetings
materialistically pleasing
apartment, I'm assailed with advertisements boasting Christour family and friends
mas scones, sayings and sales pitches.
with presents that we forget
I think businesses advertise holiday merchandise because they
how our much our presence at
feel it will give everyone the advantage of slowly choosing which
family gatherings mean durgifts to get their lo\ed ones. I believe it has the opposite effect
ing the holidays.
though. Advertising the holiday season months in advance makes
The holidays can
many worry they're behind the curve in making their holiday purbe a stressful time as
chases, adding much more than last-minute stress to the season.
we finish up finals and
Black Friday is by far the most commercial event of the
semester-long projyear. When I think of Black Friday, I imagine people bashing
ects, coordinate
each Otber over the head for the last Optimus Prime action figtrips home and til
ure at 7 a.m. Instead of spending quality time with family the
everyone onto our
day after stuffing their faces with turkey, people feel the need
tiny holiday shopto cruise around town to battle people for the most coveted
ping list because of
gifts of the season.
a meager money
My sister is one to haw all of her holiday shopping done the
supply. But when
weekend of Black Friday. She has such a busy schedule that she
we can't even take
■MMOM need to finish all her shopping a month in advance;
a deep breath of
she buys twice as many presents as necessary, and then spends
fresh fall air before
a month stressing about wrapping all of them and making sure
agonizing about
she doesn't confuse what package goes to which relative.
the Christmas ^*fl|
I in the opposite-] usually meander through the mall
shopping seaabout two weeks before Christmas to keep my seasonal stress
son, we have a serious
at a minimum. I have no trouble finding what I would like to
problem. America
buy, and packing my anxiety about the holidays in the last few
is already stressed
days before Christmas Eve.
enough, without
Just this past month, Halloween came and went, but no
adding yule^fl
sooner did I slip out of my Halloween costume than I was
tide insanity ^fl
slammed in the face withXhristmas specials and sales. I don't
into the mix.
mean to sound like Mrstflcrooge, but all the nonsense about
Don't let
getting into the Christi s spirit right after Hollow's Eve is rebusinesses bamally the scariest part ot e season.
boozle you into
I went to the Valley
during the first weekend in Novem- thinking you
ber Sadl>. I want Ml
to see store windows sprinkled
have to rush
^H
tli seasonal displays I see no snow on the ground; w» should into the holi- ^|
there be snow in store windows? It's as if overnight, ihaTwoodec- days and
ful worlp* of commerce has turned into a wintec^wonderland.
^ot take
TT»e time between Thanksgiving and Nedpear's isn'tJlM
the time to enjoy
only time businesses pounce on Consumers Tor their seasonal
(what they're really about.
commerce- As soon as the clocks chek over I
Anna Young is a sophomore
to the date and hangover" subside from Ni
SMAD and sociology major.
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What the administration does not understand
as it prepares for worse-case scenarios is that we
are already experiencing them.

to provide students with alert messages which broadcast across
campus as well as notification in the way of phone calls and text
messages. What the administration does not understand as it
prepares for worse-case scenarios is that we are already experiencing them.
The incident that occurred on Oct. 28 some time in the early
morning (but was not reported until Oct. 30 by a third party) is
on the minds of Harrisonburg residents, staff and students. JMU
police are remaining completely silent about this issue, making it
extremely difficult for students to find out what truly happened and
thus more difficult to report the facts. This tight-lipped attitude has
made matters worse on campus as rumors are spreading like high
school gossip as to what actually happened that day. The fact that
campus authorities neglected to acknowledge that this event happened in a timely manner is not only putting faculty and students
in danger-it is also hindering students* rights to know about Illegal
activity on campus.
I personally have been on campus late at night on weekends and
on multiple occasions have easily slipped inside a building to use
the bathroom or escape from the cold before walking home I cannot help but wonder what if I or any other student had been the one
to walk into that room in Jackson, what would have happened? If
the university hold information from us this long about an incident
that is so serious and concerning to all of our safety—what else are
they neglecting to tell the truth about? I urge the administration to
give JMU students the information we deserve not only as memlxn
of this community but as adults that must be informed. Imposing
ignorance in this case is in no way bliss, it is withholding valuable
information to students' safety that is priceless and could prevent
another devastating school tragedy.
Sarah Delia is a junior English and art history major.
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Lessons from a global hitchhiker
Traveling abroad, the marvelous adventure once reserved only for
individuals with substantial fortunes, is now viewed as almost commonplace among American college students. From spending a semester
abroad to joining the Peace Corps, college students are jumping at the
many opportunities to travel in record numbers. How many people,
however, would willingly travel across a foreign country by hitchhiking?
Actually, there is one. Ludovic Hubler. a ymng French man, has
committed to traveling across not just one foreign country, but the
entire globe, by hitchhiking. He began his unbelievable trek on Jan. 1,
2003, and he hasn't looked back since. His only rule is that he cannot
spend any money on transportation. So far his route has taken him to
six continents. According to his Web site, www.ludovichubler.com, he is
currently making his way through Tajikistan.
This seemingly impossible journey, completely reliant upon the goodwill of strangers, is an amazing feat by itself. Hubler, however, is a man
who is willing to take risks, and he has embraced opportunities to travel
to exotic and often dangerous locations. This daring Frenchman traveled
by boat to Antarctica, and trawled to the repressive regimes of Myanmar
and Tibet, where human rights are nonexistent and travel is dangerous. In
Tibet, he even met with the Dalai lama.
As I perused the fascinating articles on his Web site, I was most
stunned at his reports of his travel to North Korea Hubler details just
how brutal and repressive this last post of Stalinism is. His trip to North
Korea was the only time he abandoned his rules of hitchhiking; on the
North Korean border, this would have been a guaranteed death sen•■■nce. While in Pyongyang, he managed to illegally snap a few photographs. These photos, and his stories, provide a rare look at the truths of
itatly life under the dictator Kim Jung II.
Throughout his journey, Hubler has worked on a variety of humanitarian projects. Before he left, he became a Big Brother for 30
children battling cancer in his hometown of Strasbourg, France. He
has kept in contact with the children through the Internet, and they
have followed his inspirational journey. He is a great example to these
children of what a determined individual can achieve even when the

odds against them seem impossible. Hubler has also worked < m 1 it her
projects at hospitals in Cambodia and Brazil. Wherever his travels have
brought him, he has demonstrated his generous spirit and compassion
for the people of the world by documenting their stories and in return
telling them his own story. All around the world, local people have
overwhelmingly supported him in his remarkable journey, whether by
giving him free rides, donating money to his cause, or simply applauding his efforts.
By following his reports, country by country. Hubler has made it
evident to me that despite the enormous disparities in wealth that exist
in the world, all people have the same desires. From A/erbaiiaii to Australia, and from the United States to Uruguay, we alt want to laugh, we
all want to see progress, we all want to provide a strong life for our loved
ones, and sometimes, we all just want to be inspired.
In these troubling and confusing times, when 1.5 billion people live on
only $1 a day and the frightening issues of terrorism and gk>bal warming
seem unsolvable, it Ii easy to become pessimistic. However, the |>eople
that Hubler has met possess an amazing human quality: even in the worst
circumstances, people are overwhelming resilient. In the most depressing situations, we can find a reason not only to cry. but to laugh.
In the next few years, when die details of these problems become
more evident and we are struggling to rind a solution, we must remember the similarities that connect us. As Americans, it is easy and
sometimes just convenient to ignore the suffering of (H>ople in foreign
lands. In our continuing search for solutions, we cannot onh focus on
the problems afflicting our own country.
Laura Byland is a sophomore international relations major

A "why-can't-you-play-fair?" dart to the
girl in the black car for cutting me off in the
parking lot.
From the girl in the red car who wants
you to stop driving dirty and let the rest of
us park inpean-

A "get-a-room" dart to the group of COB
students who had a meeting in the study
lounge of Zane-Showker Hall.
From the other students trying to get
work done who don't think you guys know
the meaning of group study rooms.

A "sidewalks-were-meant-for-walking"
dart to the facilities management vans that
park on the sidewalk behind Roop Hall.
From two graduate students who think
you should be more considerate of pedestrian traffic.

A"going-above-and-beyond-the-callof-duty" pat to the police officer at Sheetz
who helped me figure out the answer to
a difficult question for criminal law early
Monday morning.
From a much-less stressed student
employee and part-time student.

A "playback s-a-bitch" dart to the person
who picked up the shiny blue iPod in an
HHS computer Lab a week ago.
From an unforgiving freshman who
knows when you plugged it in to your computer, it came up with her name, and you
still refused to turn it in.

A "we're-sick-of-stepping-around-it"
dart to my neighbors in Stonegate who
refuse to clean up the puke on the stairs
outside their apartment.
From a disgusted sophomore who has
been sick of smelling and stepping over the
mess for more than a week.

A "we-heard-you-the-first-time" dart
to the trains that blow their obnoxious
whistles multiple times as they drive behind
my house.
From a senior who wishes you would
lean\ that OftOt is enough.

A "your-Duke-Dog-license-plate-mademy-morning" to the car parked on JPA in
Charlottesville Tuesday morning.
From a JMU Alumni in C-ville who is
missing the good ol' days and was happy to
see some purple and gold in a Wahoo town.

A "what-is it-you-do-here?" dart to
UREC employees who allow people to
perform Olympic lifts with potentially
dangerous form.
From a former NSCA All-American who
doesn't ivant to see anyone get hurt.
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The Breeze

Letters to the Editor
Against the spirit of safety at JMU
It seems to mc that the handling of DM myittrioui .Jackson Hall
incident by the university has been contrary to the spirit of seeurih
polieies put in place sine*' the Virginia Tech shootings. I am not sure
Mfh) we have not been told as much as can be told without compromising the investigation.
We "ere more than proud to quieklv put HI place a warning
-\st.-m with great fanfare regarding the tests ot thai system. I got an
e-mail alert regarding an off-campus robbery a couple of days ago.
But the university security and administration have nothing to say
about an alleged group of men, possibly armed, found in a building
on campus. This was m Itkl ago—plenty of time for the rumor mill
to churn. If we arc concerned about our image regarding campus
security, this is a terrible misstep
Being the parent of a student and also a faculty adjunct, I would
feel much more secure with a timely and responsible notification of

the JMU community about the facts of this matter.

who manages to stay positive in the face of an uncertain illness a
hero? Without a doubt, yes—at least, she is to her daughter.

Perry Neel
adjunct instructor, philosophy & religion

Kate Miller
senior, SMAI)

There is more to a hero
When did the word "hero" become so narrowly defined that it no
longer includes people who are remembered for their achievements
and qualities? The definition of the word explains that a hero is one
who we admire for his or her qualities. So, why then, is Matthew
Shepard, who had the courage to admit his socially-unacceptable secret, not worthy of our admiration? Did Rachel Scott, who professed
her faith in the face of death, "simply pass away"? When did dying
for something you believe in become anything less than heroic?
Forgive me for not understanding why their positive actions
should be forgotten or publicly degraded. We may not owe them
reverence, but how about a little
respect? Bravery and honesty
should be qualities worth admiring in other human beings. And
what about the mother who
comes home from a weekend of
radiation treatment to get rid of
cancer, and despite feeling sick,
scared and tired, she makes dinner for her family? Is the mother

Some celebrate the "insignificant" everyday
Peter Weems' article "Celebrating the Insignificant" is by far the
most outlandish and offensive editorial that I have come across in my
four years as a student at JMU. Not only is it false in nature, but it's
ol»\i(ni> In- Lukuf ubilin In identify, with the subject! WltttM tlu-rein.
Until you have stood beside a cancer victim in the midst of chemotherapy, losing all of her hair, dignity and sense of beauty; until
you have held a weeping friend who feels as though she can never be
intimate or friendly with a man again because of sexual assault; you
will never know the fortitude, the courage, the resilience that they
have proven. Celebrating them in their determination to live and
function as normal is not near enough what they deserve for that
which they have undergone.
Though 1 may not know each and every victim of disease and violence. I will continue to purchase that bracelet or bumper sticker, because
I know that as equally as my one voice is heard amongst millions of
Americans, so does my Si in the effort to make our world a better place.
Chelsea A. Gumey
modern foreign languages

Editorial Policies
Responses to all opinioas publishexl in Ihe
Breeze are welcomed and encouraged. Letters should be no longer than 250 words, must
include a name, academic year, major and phone
number for verification and can be e-mailed to
breezeopinion@>gmait.com or mailed to MSC
6805 Gi, Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harrisonbura,
VA 22807. The Breeze reserves the right to edit
all submissions for length and grammatical style.

MMnrtal Hoard:

Mar) Frances Czarsty.cujuwuu'hict
Rvan Dyson, managing editor
Anna Young, opinion editor
Vie opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect
the opinion of the newspaper, this staff or
James Madison Vni\rrsit\.

Now Open

P8 Mondays 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
I idlService Salon

Visit us at our new location
on Deyerle Avenue!

ifovember SpeciaCs

432-5544
.'(IK) Dcyerfe Ave.
ll.itrisonburgVA22801
Across rrom Gold's Civm

'Bodysctvi
'H'igMigks
'Brazilian Wax
'Pregnancy "Massage
10 Tan Sessions

$10 off

is off
tsoff
$50
$15

Mention this ad to receive
discounts, (good thru 11/30)

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
14K White Gold Princess Cut Diamond Ring
GIA Certified 0.S2CB. E-ColorSll-Clantv

This Week $1200

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

HONORS ABROAD
Study At

Cambridge University,
Oxford University,
or

The University ot St. Andrews
Study abroad for a semester or lull academic year at three of
Great Britain's oldest and most respected universities and
receive JMU credit in the process.

Be a Part of this Prestigious Program.

'Ml of out diamonds arc graded h\ on on stajj GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at "5 S Court SfMWV liarrisonhuni or u i n nu bottdtU thy i <>m

The owe & only

Anthony's Campus Pizza
Pickup or Delivery Specials
(540) 432-0200
1762 South Main Street
minimum delivery $8.50

* For a limited time only*
Large 2 topping pizza with 2-liter soda
Large pepperoni or sausage pizza (pick-up only)

P|ek-up Special!
, X-Large Cheese Pizza $5.99 '
, X-Large 1 Topping Pizza $6.99 |
I X-Large 2 Topping Pizza $7.99

$8.99 « tax
$4.99 + tax

Peljyery Specials
, Large Cheese Pizza $5.99 '
I Large 2 Topping Pizza $7.99
I Large 3 Topping Pizza $8.99

The Deadline is Approaching.
Apply Today.
The Honors Abroad Program is open to any student with a 3.3 GPA or
higher. You do NOT have to be in the Honors Program to be eligible.

golden

corral

Everyone deserves a good meal.9
10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID
JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS
CALL 564-0477
PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS

Editor: Kelly Fisher
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Assistant Editor: Megan Williams
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POWER OF
CHOICE
JUDSON LAIPPLY BRINGS
HUMOR, WISDOM TO JM1

MM) lMMQUSr/«« rW»k«
Jutkorr laipply entertained o (rowd of dew lo 1,000 people Monday night as he spoke obou! Hie po*tr ol
choice and performed his 'Evolution of Dance" routine that has become a favorite on YouTube.

Lend your ears to Theatre
ITs'Julius Caesar'this week

BY WHITTEN MAHER
(ontributinj writer

Judson Laipply, whose unique
performance titled "The Evolution of
Dance" is currently the all-time most
watched video on YouTube, visited JMU
Monday night to speak to students and, of
course, perform his routine.
The Festival Center Ballroom was
packed. Ann Simmons, coordinator
for JMU's Office of Health Promotion
said that the room was set for 900
seats. However, including the students
standing at the back of the room,
attendance neared 1,000.
An inspirational speaker whose style is
light and direct, Laipply entertained the
audience with his high-energy, comedic
styling. He finished one story by saying
"III tell you this much... I've never snorted
Smarties up my nose since."
But these humorous anecdotes
served to illustrate what Laipply came
to JMU to speak about: the power of
choice.
"A majority of the things in our lives
are there because of the choices we
make," he said.
The key, he explained, is not to obsess
about situations beyond your control
because "the more stress you have, the
quicker you die."
Throughout the program, Laipply
emphasized the fact that life is full of
change. He said that the perfect way to
understand this is to look at dancing
through the years, at which point the
entire room realized it was time for the
highly anticipated performance of "The
Evolution of Dance."
The act, as seen on YouTube, includes
dozens of hit songs from various decades.
The crowd shifted forward to get a better
view as the music came on, and some

JMU's Theatre II is known for
producing cxpt riuuiit.it
ihowa,
hut this weekend it will be tackling
a classie, and a Shakesix-arejUl one
at that. Director Natasha Solomon
will lead a cast of 10 [MTlonners in
re-cmtinf ancient Rome through
Shakespeare^ [xiwerful rendition
of "Julius (■,!.
There are many factors to
consider when attempting to make
a Shakespearean I raged\ rclatablc
tocollege-age students. Sophomore
Therese Mayer, who plays Flavins,
Decius, Lucius, (uina the Poet and
Voluminus found "Julius Caesar" a
perfect play for this task
"I
believe
the
production
1^ t-l.ttahle becaUM there are
amodODI we 1.111 all relate to from
each character, she s.iid

BYJOHNMKHArllRUNA
(onthbuliif writer
In continuation of JMU's
Centennial Celebration, the
school of art and art history
presented "Oneration,"
exhibition focusing on
work of JMU alumni.
This was the second
exhibit, in the school of

in preparing for the production,
and the entire cast had to focus on
mastering the sotiietimes-eryptic
Shakespearean language.
"What I loved most was tiguring
out
the
language.
fieshnun
Kristin GCbaOD said "Natasha had
us working really hard to figure
out exactly what we were siung.
through paraphrasing all our lines
into our own wordl
The mostly-female east also had
an unexpected task of portraying
convincing male characters.
"With the exception ol two
[people], all of the women in this
■KM had to play men." Mayer
CAESAR, pate 8

BY JESS NOVAK
Hntor writ*

Students arul romrminit) nu-iuhcrs i.in
dress up, Ret down and |>arty like ifi rln'80s Saturday ni)dil .1- KubberleRS, a New
York-based eleetro-nxk band recently
featured at the man local Spaghatdfaat,
makes their way lack to Virginia, tin- nine
hi Casey's Mar .it the lloliila) Inn.
The show, which WM pal toMthw ba
Illame It One the Train Ploiimlions. will
Rive .ill proceeds to the Susan (, Roman
l;ouiid.ition.
"Its RoinR to I*- a partv,' said senior
Blame It On the Train repn■scnt.ili\c
Whitney Woolwine
People "ill lr.iv Inn.
tint . .111 dress up. Illey'll know the songs
and it's a for a great cause."
Rubberlegs consists of a two-man team
full of boundless eaaVi chaitamattc Mage
presence, humorous and clever vocals arul

MVtD t OMQUf V/flgfl phoHyettiif
Alumni, current students and faculty filled Sowhill Gallery Monday during
the opening for the "Generation" exhibit, part of the Centennial Celebration

technological innovations. Though newwava B01 nuak li often criticized for its
emphasis on electronics and lack of "organic"
quaDtfttt, Rnbberlep brings out (he ban In
the .111 form and inxitcs listener-* to share in
the excitement
Qofdoo Smith takes
on synth and vocals and
Anthony Maulella plavs
e-drums. Kuhlierli'gs has Setwtw

Rubberlegs

twoavailablcCD'stodate,
l^i/warmers
ftahaatad 1400 E. M.tlkHNt
and
The
Timinator: 8 p.m. - midnight
Houjtiends. Vol. l.
I Ve got a huge collection of 80s songs
on vinyl and CD, a lot of which I fed never
got their due," said Smith. 'I like to bring
Back im tavurUe s\nth-pop that I love, but
many people don't know and give it a new
chance."
Though Rubberlegs has experienced
various
member
shifts.
Smith
and
Maulella share a long and unlikely
history. The two spent portion! of their
lives fairly close together as Maulella
hails from Brooklyn and northern New
Jersey, while Smith has lived half his

■ '.,* ■ *:.'*Ad

an
the
fall
art

and art history's two-part
Centennial Celebration set,
the first taking place on Oct. 15
for faculty emeriti artists and
scholars.

Flashback to the eighties Saturday night
New York band Rubberlegs
to perform for charity cause

audience members held their cameraphones above the rows of seats to capture
the performance. The high point was when
1-iipph performed "the worm," drawing
massive applause and cheers.
While the YouTube video is Laipply's
claim to fame, the dance routine does
not share the amateur origin of some
fellow YouTube videos. It came from
his inspirational speaking, not the other
way around.
After realizing that people flock to see
"inspirational comedy" more than an
"inspirational speaking," Laipply came up
with the routine as a metaphor for change.
"Emotional memory is way stronger
than just plain memorization," Laipply
said of his act. "People always come up
to me and say 'Dude I never understood
why you did it, but now it makes total
sense.'"
Sophomore Emilia Randier, who has
seen Laipply speak three times, enjoyed
the program.
"[The dance] helps because it's
always entertaining," she said.
After the program, Laipply stuck
around to talk with fans and students,
and to pose for pictures.
"Are you gonna tag it?" he asked
enthusiastically after a student snapped
a picture, referring to the way people are
identified in pictures on Facebook. He
even performed an impromptu dance for
some students as music continued to play.
A follow up to The Evolution of
Dance" has been in the making for over
a year. Laipply is currently working to
get the rights to the songs and has been
also working closely with YouTube.
The video can be viewed on YouTube
(its status as all-time most watched is
being threatened by an Avril Lavigne
music video) as well as on Laipply's Web
site, lheevolutionofdance.com.

Former students display various media

Mayer alsc > n< rted die production's
"modem and contemporary ek'inenis
will add an unexpected level to an
already well-known play.
Each actor faced challenges

IH
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Sawhill Gallery opens doors to alumni

Students revive classic Shakespearean play
BY LINDSAY CASAIE
stiff writer

www.thebreeze.org

life in New York City after growing up
in northern Virginia, Germany and the
Middle East.
"I liked playing the recorder in
M-hmil, hut once I sav* a piano and the
sheet music for it I couldn't get over
hOM interesting it was to have two notes
happening at once," said Smith. "While
I was in Lebanon, Beirut and Tehran
my mother had to search to find a piano
teacher for me."
After returning to the U.S., Smith
reunited with Maulella and continued to
make music together
Currently, Rubberlegs is working toward
new goals including developing material for
a prospective release and future tours. The
group also aims to target more to college
audiences.
To see. hear and leam more about
Rubberlegs. information is available at
rubberlegs.aim and on their MySpace page.
The show will take place at the Hulidav
Inn, located at 1400 K. Market St. and the
iiiusie will kick off at 8:30 p.m. Saturday.
Ticket! are $5 for those 21-and-up, $7 for
under 21.

The "Generation" exhibit
took place on Monday evening
in Duke Hall's newly renovated
Sawhill Gallery. The gallery
boasts sleek, wood-paneled
walls, an elaborate lighting
system and an eclectic feel.
The art media on display
included
paintings,
prints,
sculptures, photographs, metals,
fibers, ceramics, interior design,
animation and industrial design.

The art media in this
exhibit portray the different
parts of the school of art and
art history," said Stuart Downs,
a professor in the school of art
and art history. "Each alumnus
was chosen for the different
media by faculty who thought
that artist best represented
that media from JMU."
The
alumni
consisted
of graduates from various
years
and
from
diverse
locations including, Arizona,
Washington D.C., Brooklyn,
N.Y., Guatemala and other
parts of Virginia. Not all of the
alumni whose work was shown
were in attendance, although
some made the long trek back
to their old stomping ground.
The first piece that caught
my eye was Tziguan Tinamit,"
an installation piece created
by Sara Ruel Bergeron, who
traveled from Guatemala in
SMSJWHIU,POMI

around
campus
Art conservator to talk, examine painting
"The Deposition or The Lamentation," a 17th
century Italian painting by an unknown artist was
donated to the Madison An Collection by the late
John Sawhill Art conservator. Mark E Wrttl will dtscuss his
work m restoring this historical work on Fnday from 5-7 pm.
as well as disccuss art conservation as a career. The event will
take place in Ballroom A of the Festival Conference and Student
Center.

Guest jazz guitarist to visit JMU
DC. based jazz guitarist Steve Herberman. wil perform at JMU
Thursday at 8 pm »n room 108 of the MUSK Building. Steve
Herberman has just released his second album Action.Reaction
Tickets will be S3 at the door. For more information on
Herberman visit his Web site al steveherbermon.com
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SAWHILL: Alumni display art work through early Dec.
SMMU.frompofi7

order lo attend the exhibit.
Tziguan Tinamit was influenced by my worit in social housing
in Guatemala and from my interactions with locals, the GiwtrnuIan scenery and my trawls in latin
America." Ruel Bergeron said.
The piece consisted of a projector displaying images of Guatemalan culture onto die wall, wliu li
was on top of a large box. The box
was situated next to a car door nestled into two tires creating a scat.
Scattered around the projector
were little trinkets intermixed with
Guatemalan candy.
As I strolled on I found myself
standing below "Kitchen Tools with
Display," a decorative metal circle
with kitchen appliances lunging
from the sides of it in a repeating
red and while fashion.

"Tins piece is different from all
the others," said 1 indsav Krems a
fofOMr industrial design major. "It
is actually a retail product for sale,
something that has gone through
thv i-utire design process." Krems
is currently employed in Brooklyn
by Robinson, a firm which designs
commercial and industrial products.
Letvtal tile metallic halo
above my head, I wandered over
to "Jesus is a Fish," an animation
piece, designed by Stephanie WUlimis .HHI Jesse Thompson.
"Jesus is a Fish" was the most
knoveJhV piece in the exhibit,
consisting of a TV on a large box
next to a miniature bed with lovers "necking." Alongside the bed,
miniature books were scattered
among other miniature ornamental pieces. The most intriguing part

LOOK m

of the piece was the TV showing a
rotating clip of an animated puppet looking around a room, finding
a Bible and proceeding to circle the
words "Jesus," "fishes" and "Jesus
said."
"Everyone has their own misunderstandings," Williams said
when asked about the piece. "This
piece is a journey in understanding
misunderstandings and shows one
exploring this through the eyes of
a child, but it's not to criticize religion. Jesus is just perfect iconography for a young child who doesn't
understand"
"Generation" encompassed a
variety of art medias and hosted
magnificent pieces of art from the
best of the school of art and art
history's practicing alumni artists.
The exhibit is on display in Sawhill
Gallery through Dec 6.

CAESAR: New outlook on old play,
'Modern and contemporary elements'
CAiS«.framW7

said. "We paid dose attention
to the way guys around campus
walked, and tried to incorporate
that."
Gibson voiced a similar concern. "All three of my characters
are men, and as a woman I had to
change my walk, posture, voice
and facial expressions to capture
the essence of masculinity," she
said.
Set and costume also play
an important role in "Julius
Caesar." Costume designer Sade
Namei and set designer Jackson
Thompson worked to create a

us

sense of authenticity through the
physical appearance of the production.
"What I love about the set
is the columns." senior Asher
Nicholson, who plays Brutus,
said. "People tend to think Rome
equals white columns, but Rome
was a colorful place, and our set
reflects that.

Audience members can expect
to walk away with I DM outlook
on the story of Caesar as well as on
the work of Shakesivare. 'Julius
Caesar" runs Nov. 15-16 at 8 p.m.,
Nov. 17 at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. and
Nov. 18 at 2 p.m.
Tickets may be purchased two
hours More the shim or at the
door for $3 each.

232 University Blvd.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540432-6623
HOURS: M-F 7:30am-6:00pm
Sat. 8:00am -5:00pm

sii irJ3 li J £]

Register to win great prizes at Godwin Field
At season's end, one lucky fen will win a 32" Toshiba TV and HD DVD
player, and a Yamaha Sound Projector and powered subwoofer. Visit
our tent at the Godwin Field to register and see the sweepstakes rules.
A limited supply of T-shirts available at each home game. Get spotted
wearing one and you could win a »25 gift card.

ACROSS FROM OUTBACK STFAKHOUSE

STOP IN AND GET YOUR CAR READY
FOR WINTER!!

Make the most of your iPod
Check out our vast selection
of accessories
Cases, armbands, docks, cables,
car stereo adapters, speakers,
headphones, and more.

WINTER MAINTENANCE
SPECIAL.
OIL & FILTER CHANGE (UP TO 5 QTS.), TIRE
ROTATION, CHECK ALL FLUIDS, BELTS,
HOSES, VRE PRESSURE, BATTERY and
LIGHTS.
ALL FOR ONLY $29.95

CRUTCHFIELD
HarrlMrturg: Cloverieaf Shopping Center, 109 S. Carton St ■ (540) 434-1000

STOP IN AND SEE US OR GIVE US A CALL
TO SET UP AN APPOINTMENT. WALK-INS
ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
•SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

r GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
RESUME.
rour source

Burton
Ride
LID lech
32

i.:»K»:s»mi' on earrm

Spyder
Columbia
Dragon
Oakley

1MB gear is nerei
W gear is on clearer)

I'n Army K01C Leader s Training Course is a paid 4-weck summei experience I
^s an Officer, a leader of the U S Army

the beginning of your career

Kent gear tor tt
season tor $tl<

ENROLL IN ARMY R0TC
BECOME AN ARMY OFFICER

LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING CAREER? BECOME AN ARMY OFFICER.
Contact kipllnle@jmu.edu for information on scholarships & summer leadership opportunities.
www.imu.edu/rotc

<u>-^i

K2
Atomic
Rome
Roxy

Editor: Tim Chapman
Assistant Editor: Matthew MrGovern
breezesportsOhotmoil.tom
(540) 568-6709

JMU award-winners
CAA Coach of the Year:
Dave lombordo

www.thebreeze.org
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'It's redemption time'
JMU women's soccer to
play in NCAAs for eighth
time in program history

CAA Rookie of the Year:

Freshmon forward Cote Tisinger

Atl-CAA first team:

Senior forward Annie Lowry
Junior midfielder lummy Germain

BYWrTrliWMCGOVHM
ottrttont iports editor

All CAA second-team:
Freshman forward Cote Tisinger
Sophomore defender Cain Walko

CAA all-rookie team:
Freshman forward Cate Tisinger
Freshmon midfielder Teresa (ynier

CAA all-tournament team:
Senior defender Laura Hertz
Freshmon midfielder Teresa Rynier

Jam Madison women's soccer
coach Dave Lombardo scrawled every
first-round NCAA tournamenl matchup on his notepad, and when "James
Madison" showed up on the television
screen, the private room at Ham's Restaurant erupted in celebration Monday
night.
Madison (16-4-1 overall, 8-2-1 in
the Colonial Athletic Association) plays
Pennsylvania (13-3-1. 6-1-0) on Friday
in Morgantown, W.Va - an ail-too fanuli.ii siting. 'Hie Quakers earned the
Ivy league's automatic bid as confer-

ence champions, and West Virginia
(•CM Navy in the other match-up in
Morgantown.
"We started our MMOO with a prr
season scrimmage at West Virginia
lombardo said minutes ifter tfafl in
nouncement. "We didn't do that well
there. Its redemption time."
"ESPNews"
announced
JMU's
sin n at payback after delating the selection show over JO minutes, hut the
team quickly got OVW the wait The
game against Penn will he .1 lenuteh of
JMU's first-round showdown with the
Quakers in the 1999 NCAAs Madison
won that game 1-0, but lost in the sec
ond round to Virginia 3-1.
I-omhardo emphasized the oppoi
tune circumstances of JMU's "second
chance" when addressing the team after the selection show
"It's daunting when you get placed
with a Notre Dame, or a Santa Clara or
ste TOURNAMENT .page 10

Sophomore forward Jess Remmes bottiei George Moson defender Honnah Sltlor in the Dukes CAA firskound win

Madison needs win on Senior Day
BY TIM CHAPMAN
sports editor

'BAR0' BREAKS
IT DOWN

After dropping two straight to Richmond and Delaware in games
8 and 9, the formula has been simple for JMU football: beat William
& Mary and Towson or forget about the playoffs.
The Dukes (7-3 overall, 5-2 in the Colonial Athletic Association)
took care of part one of the two-week challenge with a 55-34 dismantling of the Tribe (4-6,2-5) and will try to finish the deal with another
struggling team in the CAA South IHvision.
Towson (3-7, 1-6) will travel to Harrisonburg Saturday to meet
the Dukes on Senior Day, an occasion that only further motivates the
must-win for Madison.
"You never know what can happen with the playoffs and stuff; it
could happen where this is the last game," senior safety Tony LeZotte
said. "But you know I'm gonna enjoy it and try not to think about it
like that. If you think about it like that then more emotions than you
want get brought into it, and you don't focus on the game and play
like you should."
LeZotte became JMU's all-time leading tackier among defensive
backs against Northeastern and now sits on 400. He is one of five
starting seniors on defense and will individually be making his 49th
consecutive start against the Tigers. On the defensive line, tackle
John Baranowsky and end Hassan Abdul-Wahid will also likely play
their last games at Bridgeforth Stadium along with linebacker Justin
Barnes and safety Nick Adams.
Baranowsky has been the charismatic and vibrant voice of the defense over the last two seasons after transferring to JMU from the
University of Connecticut and has already felt the finality of his final
collegiate season.
"It actually kind of set in two weeks, I had come out after a regular
rep and was sitting off to the side, just watching some of the younger guys in there like Sam I Daniels) and Q (Quintrel Thomas]," Baranowsky said. "I just was kind of staring off into distance like wow
I'm gonna miss this a Int."
Madison won't be missing its seniors too soon if it can take care
of the Tigers decisively. The CAA received four bids to the i6-team
playoff field in 2004, the year JMU won its national championship.
Madison was a part of a Colonial group of three including Mass.u In 1
setts and New Hampshire that made the tournament last year.
JMU sits in third place in the South Division and fourth in the
conference behind UMass (8-2,6-1), Delaware (8-2, 5-2) and Richmond (8-2,6-1).
According to Scott Meyer of the CAA, "All four teams remain in
euntention for the CAA Football automatic bid." The statement released Monday explains that if a certain number of scenarios and tiebreakers don't determine the bid; both Richmond and UMass lose
and "James Madison wins (regardless of the Delaware outcome) It

...one last time?
If JOHN lAMNOWStt
athletic (oimpondtnl

Well, I think it is safe to
say that the Dukes took care
of business this past Saturday
at William & Mary I could
tell all week that it was going
to be a
S^T I great of^^B fensive
^ showing
for
■H
and
!l
t^M
most
^M definitely

_fl
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Senior wide reteiver LC Boker will likely play his final home gome at Bridaeform Stodium this Saturday against the Towson Tigers

James Madison Starting Seniors
6
28
L.C. BAKER,
WIDE RECEIVER
Career Statistics
•42 games
•103 receptions
•1,391 >iirds
•13 touchdowns
•1 rushing touchdown
•2-time ist-team CAA punt
returner.

NICK ADAMS,
J SAFETY
•:(6 games
•105 tackles. 55 solo
•lQBaack
•2 punt-blocks units
•-' iiitt'rii'i.h.ms
•High of u tackles against New
Hampshire (Sept. 8. 2007)

TONY LEZOTTE,
FREE SAFETY
lalr.-l St.UI-l;,'•48 games. .iK atraighl atartl
•400 tackles, 200 solo
•iQlls.uk
•23 punt-block units
•7 interceptions
•i-tinu-All-CAA. 1-timeAIIAmrrit.i

90

t
MARVIN BROWN,

JUSTIN BARNES,
LINEBACKER

TIGHT END
Career Statistics
•46 games
•6 rushes, 18 yards
•6 passes, 46 yards
•Coach Matthews describes him
as "the best blocking tight end in
the league. A lot of our productivity has been behind Man 111"

ANT0INNE B0LT0N,
RUNNING BACK
•33 guiles

•193 rutted 1.033 yardi
•12 rushing touchdowns
•17 receptions, 140 yards, 1 TO
•Single-game rushing high- 172
yards on 19 carries vs. Delaware
to go with 2 touchdim H

99

HASSAN

^

I JOHNBARANOWSKY
'DEFENSIVE TACKLE

ABDUL-WAHID,
DEFENSIVE END

Career StarJrta

•31 games
•204 tackles, 90 solo
•5 QB sacks
•6 punt-block units
•2 fumble recoveries
•1 intiTiephim
•Captain (2007)

U.WJ *etd

Once
again the
offensive
line was
controlling the line of scrimmage,
which gave Rodney Landers,
Antoinne Bolton and Griff
Yancy plenty of room to show
their speed.
One of the more interesting plays of the game came
on our second kickoff when
David Stannard successfully
kicked an onside kick to himself and recovered it. That
allowed us to punch another
score in and really take control of the game.
Overall, defensively, we
played pretty solid. Their
QB is a good one and made a
few plays here and there, but
nothing ever really got us
worried. With constant pressure by Sam Daniels, Quintrel Thomas, Arthur Moats,
JD Skolnitski, Hassan Abdul-Wahid and Dominique
White the D-line really had
Phillips running for his life
most of the night. It is going to take that same kind of
pressure to beat Towson this
weekend.
After the game you could
tell the rest of the guys were
psyched about the big win,
but Coach Matthews made
sure to remind us that we
had another "playoff* game
coming up this weekend at
home.
1 think it is very clear that
if we win this weekend, we
will be in the playoffs. Aside
from that, the only thing on
my mind is beating Towson. Once we do that we can
worry about who we will play
next. One thing is for sure I
love Thanksgiving, mainly
because of the excessive
amounts of food, but I would
much rather be playing football. With a win this Saturday
my wish will most certainly
come to fruition.

•21 games Clw„

MMI-.IMU

■in. tackles, 2jsolo
•11 sQBaaekf

totals)

•I punt-hliH-k unit
•1 .11.vr li 1v.l1 .IV tackles against
William & Mary (Nov. 10. 2007)
•Captain (2007)

• :i:i games
•120 tackles. 52 solo
•-.s QB sacks
•1 punt-block unit
• 1 lumble recovery
■Carcci I ligh 0 tackles in a game
twin- (last vs. t!R Oct. 27, 2007)

John Baranowsky is a senior
economics major and starting defensive tackle.
Photo Courtesy: Cathy
Kushner/Sports Media
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SENIORS: Madison likes its postseason chances

CAA Statistical Leaders

North Division

OWWeekBeven)

Overall (CAA)
SENIORS from pt|t 9

mil receive iiic latomotic qonHner by virtue
of a 6-0 mark against common CAA Fcx>(liall
opponents
Providing UMass or Richmond wins,
tin* Pukes will need to win and hope the
NCAA selection committee shows their
schedule favor.
Hie Pukes' loss against Howl Championship Series opponent North Carolina will
not count itjafaasl them, hsrvfns, them with
onh two Football Champion Bnbdtvbkni
(fonnatly Pivision 1-AA) losses. Both DelaWW1 end Richmond are top-io teams, and
the two losses came by a combined total of

four points.
JMU COKO Mickey Matthews has retted
on the running game in recent weeks and
■sen great production from redshirt freshman GrifT Yaneey, senior Antoinne Bolton
ami junior quarterback Rodney Landers.

The combo has been a three- headed monster the past two games, leading the Dukes to
403 rushing yards in the 37-94 loss to Pelaware and 371 yards against William & Mary.
Yaneey scored five touchdowns in the two
games, including three in the first half against
the Tribe and rushed for over 100 yards in
both games. Bolton has the single-game Ugh
of the season for .IMC with his 172-yard, twotouchdown effort at Delaware.
lenders set the school quarterback record for single-game rushing yards fur the
second time this season wiih his 171 yards
against W&M.
Towson ranks ninth in the conference in
rush defense, giving Madison mount reason
to keep the ball on the ground despite the return of top receiver LC. Baker and tight end
Mike Caussin from injury.
"We're playing our best football of the
year right now. the List two weeks." Matthews

said. "We got this turnover thing out of our
system, and I think the List two weeks as hard
as weve played we feel prett> confident "
Don't expect offensive coordinator Jeff
Durden and the pLiy-callers to neglect the
big-play ability of the speedy Baker, who
missed the last two games with a hamstring
iiimn ITie 5-foot-8 wide-out has 103 career
receptions for 1391 yards and 13 touchdowns
and is currently tied for sixth all-time in .IMC
reeei\ ing touchdowns.
"Just to be back on the field is a pleasure," Baker said. "I couldn't wait to practice.
I've never been so excited to practice. I'd sa>
I'm about 95 [percent 1 plus. I expect to finish
M 1 me! >ig plays this week."
Joining Baker on Senior Day from the
offensive side of the hall is light end M.tmii
Brown and Bolton.
Kickoff against Towson is set for 1:30 Saturday at Bridgeforth Stadium.

1. Tbn llightown. Richmond
150.1 Yds/G, 1501 Yd», 17TDS
■i. Omar Cuff, Delaware
. 129.4 Vds/G, 1294 Yds, 29 TDs
3. Maurice Murray. Northeastern
123.9 Yds/G, 1239 Yds, 13TD6

8-2 (6-1)
ItjsnsenBsetts
Hofotra
New Bsmpsttre 6-4(3-4)
4-6(3-4)
Maine
Northeastern
Rhode Island

CatfJM

South Division
Richmond
Delaware
James Madison
Villanova
Williams Mary

Towson

Overall (CAA)
8-2 (6-1)
8-2(5-2)
7-3 (5-2)
6-4 (4-3)
4-6(2-5)
3-7(1-6)

1 0 Yds/G, 3040 Yds, 16 IDs
2. Ricky Santos, New Hampshire
g Yds/G, 2366 Yds. 18TDS
3 Brvan Savage, Hofstra
I Yds/G, 2539 Yds, 13 TDs
1. Charles Sullivan. Hofstra
90.1 Yds/G, 901 Yds, 7TDB
■1 Krvin Gravson, Richmond
7»& Yds/G. 630 Yds, 4 TDs
:v btt I J-V.UI, N,~ llampahire
76.5 Yds/G, 765 Yds. 10 TDs

TOURNAMENT: Dukes face
Penn in Morgantown, W.Va.
TOURNAMENT, rVom paot 9
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Want a great job that looks
great on a resume?

SKYDIVE 0RANCE.COM
Don t worry if VQIJ

Starting pay $7.00/hr

3

*•«*./

to apply visit JMU Job link
Questions?
Email Jonathan Palmer at

J-877-348-375?j

NOVEMBER 21, 23 & 24

Days

*%,

only
,\IM< >\( IMIli

ing first and Women's

second-round Q
competition. j0C(6r
due lo geo- Fridoy
graphic con- JMU vs. Penn
straints.
3:30 p.m.
The se- MofgsnUMD,
lection com- W.Va.
mitted'selects
locations tha! limit the number of
(lights for first and second-round
matches. WVU is the seeded
team in Madison s tour-team region at No. 4.
JMU finished the year in
a slump, losing two out of its
last three games. The Dukes
were knocked out in the semifinals of the CAA tournament
by eventual champion Hofstra. one of three CAA teams to
qualify for the NCAAs. Hofstra
earned the CAA's automatic
bid, while William & Mary received an at-large bid in addition to JMl'

Before the selection show,
JMU senior forward Annie Lowry
evaluated JMU's chances and expressed concern
"l-osing in the semifinals, a
lol of [teams] don't get bids to
the NCAAs. We saw Navy. 1 think
they had iH wins last year and
didn't get in."
But the Dukes did get into the
"Big Dance," and if they capitalize
00 their favorable matchup they
will advance to the round of 32
for the first time since 2002.
JMU Athletic Director Jeft
Bourne congratulated the BBSjn
on its accomplishment after the
announcement, and in an interview described its significance
within the context of Madison's
Title IX cuts
"We've rcfocused and we
know literally the programs that
we're gonna walk into the future
with." Bourne said. "Being away
from controversy helps us."
"It was very hard because
as an athletic program we knew
those coaches and student-athletes that were on the other
teams. But we've redefined our
future and we're moving forward,
and I think these kids have had a
great war"

WET YOUR RANJS!

JMU Campus Cadets are hiring!

palmerjp@jmu.edu

a North Carolina — we don't
have that in the first round, this
is a 50/50 game." he said.
The NCAA tournament consists of 64 teams, but only the
top 16 are seeded. Of those, only
13 are host-

1-540-433-9527

Best pizza in town?
Best tanning?

Best live music?

0,

www.thebreeze.org
vote through Dei ember! winners annoum ed in lanuar) |

FOR
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SEASON

2007/2008
December through March

Massanutten Resort

Now taking applications for Lift Attendants, Tubing Park
Attendants,
Rental
Shop
Attendants,
Rxpcricnced
Ski/Snowboard Repair Techs, Instructors, Snowmakcrs.
Cashiers. Retail Associates and Telephone Operators. Hiring
for day, night, full-time, part-time and weekends.

SKI FREE
1 Kl.l: Mid-week & night skiing, rental equipment and
lessons with a 20 hour per week work schedule.

Slop by the Ski Office M-F, 9:00am - 4:30pm
to fill out an application or apply online at

www. massresortjohs. com
For More Information:

-

289-4954
"UVUE

0

VOTE NOW!
2007- 08 Best of the 'Burg

JPTIX.

HiRiNe

OR

800-207-MASS

thesolesourcd
Harrisonburg's source for
Comfort & Performance Footwear
Birkenstock

Dansko
Earth
Keen
Merrell
Naot
Asics
Brooks
Chaco
Teva
Salomon
Garmont
Rogue
Reef
Crocs
Life Is Good

Kroger Cfr.
Next to Plan 9
S40.S64.2ii8

Stop by, Kick oil your shoes
and treat your feet to the best
comtort and fit available I

A
www.thesolesource.net

-.*_-- *.•-•.*-*.*-^

Mon Fri: 10-7
Sat:10-S
Closed Sun

www.thebreeze.org
Thursday, November 12, 2007

[For Rent]

[For Sale]

HOUSES I bedniom Mason Street 1
tmlmom High Street 1540)433-2126

-(■Monporary openings Deliver

LEDGrowLights com
GROW

5 ROOM. 3 BATH. FURNISHED
Townh<Hise* Walking Distance July

Work!
?
The
Breeze

the new ShenTcl Telephone
Mokl in your area Quick pay
and a generous auto allowance.
Must be 18 yrs of age. valid
drivers UcMM jnd proof of
insurance <HtH.ll J22-IW u-.l

LED GROW LIGHTS Very low
wattage Warm to the-touch mm
877-LED-

IAMBIC A SPRING
BREAK 2008

IMlKAJ 301'Mon In

* August 2008 Available. SI625/
month 8284464

FOR SALE Himalayan kittens.
CSA registered. First shots, vet

I Travel)

checked. For more information call
442-7440

2 BEDROOM. 2 BATH HOUSE.
Available NOW Walking Dislance to

SPRING BREAK 2008 Sell

Campus. W/D $750/monlh. AC. 319
Old South High. 8280464

(Help Wanted]

Five. Six. Seven ami Eight bedrooms
HOUSES for next year 1540) 5683068

Up

Graphic Designer

tarn Cash and Go Free Call lor group
discounts Best deals guaranteed'Info.
Reservations 800-648-4849 »-» M
stravel.com.

.BARTENDING' $250/ Day Potential. No Experience Neccviary

UNIVERSITY COURT 5 bedroom

Training Available (8001965-6520
XT2I2

3.5 baths available Fall 21108
1540)433 2126

LEARN TO BARTEND job place
N'S FEMALE ROOMMATE WANT
ED Spacious room w/ own entrance

ment payment plan* jiiincrsbanen.li
ngschool Shot mail com (540) 671

and full bath. Rent 5375/mo plus wa-

1202

ter/ electric I mile from JMU email
bakcr2jlGx jmu.edu or call

at the JMU home Football game

STONEGATE APT Spring 08 sublease! Females only Rent Neg.

We will be conducting a large promotion for Coca Cola at the game

(757)813-0046

•r|>niu a
small irtwp
* Tri»«l Free!

■ ■■t> I.H, ft 1...

www.sunsplashleurt.com

1.800.436.77 I O
4 & 7 night trips low prices guaran
teed Group discounts for H* Book
20 people, get 3 free trips' Campus

HOUSE 4 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 kilch
ens. tenced yard. or! street parking.
805 Country Club Rd. $1450 Also

at the end of the day Worker-, will
be expected to help with set up and

TOWNHOUSE. 3 bedrooms, next to
campus, furnished. $975.

breakdown of the event elements
If you are interested please email

(540)433-2221

nalhan at n.itluiidorc/a.s<flliolmail

NOTICE SEEKERS <>F I Kt ill
inexpensive KJV Bible concspon
dence courses Beginner (John's

com plea.se type "Soda Promo
JMU" in the subject line of the
email or call nalhan at

Gospel) through tough (Stewardship, Fasting. Nonresistance) Snail
mail: Lamp and Light. 26 Road

443-528-8415 < 44' i 528-8415

5577. Farmington. NM 87401 1436

-looking for an outgoing,
hard-working individual
-Great experience!
-paid by commission
-20 hrs/wk

Book Your Trip Today! Contact:

Personals

**»>

?*ml
%£

-ivvVryl'

1 aOO M» 4K49

1 J00.4X.7710

apply and see job description at
http://joblink.jmu.edu

■^■33
Fall "07 VIP parking... gone wrong

'Discover your 7-fome in TJarrisonhurq

Are you a FLEX-accepting
business?

C01.OWEI.I_
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

715 Port Republic Road
I larrisonhurg, VA 22801

Specialty Salesperson

Conctrt Datav March Jrd.
101k, 17th > Mill

Reps needed www siiiuVni.ii> con "i
800-291 1445

The event will run from 8 am un
til 4 pm. Pay will be $10/ hr cash

SQUIRE HILL SPRING 2008 sublease, one bedroom available, $365.
rent negotiable (540) 273 X111

THE JAMAICA MUSIC
FESTIVAL FEATURING
ARTISTS SUCH AS:
SHAGGY BEENIE MAN,
and much, much more!

I Ml SPRING BREAK

EARN CASH We axe looking for
individuals (u help with a promotion

|540| 560-3379

Wahcn Bake
Spring Brcih •OS

must be proficient in Adobe
great experience!
10 hrs/wk, hourly pay

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS*

434-5150

Call The Breeze at 568-6127 to
schedule your ad for the FLEX
back page today!

ffCampusHousing.com
'tlunlm lij/at Cmdoi

7/unfen KiJp
"■"»"
"iy To-nfoum
"mm**,*,

2 3.4 » S B**oom.

1 2 3 ft 4 eedroi
Unique "oo*pian complete
wrthtwo wpOTti tvtng
rooms

S<mat«a m a nighty dtwNM
aisd convanwnl location

"Mountain
Mountain Vim
Vim

Collate Station
Cotleae

4 Bedrooms
Enormous 4 bedroom. 4 bath
units, fuHy furnished

4 Bedrooms
Three Boors of tWino space
iMtti a folly equipped kachen
and washer'dryer

$125 with full color! 12/3 only!

• todraasji
r*ewty remodeled located
•cross S Man from JMU.
many extra nice features
.-frl. 7t30 -

.

, ■xmnamet

Ltasjassserv*

\fW/ro/i ~Sianor

)mi

1

3 Bedrooms
Features three fun doors of
specious kvtng included 3 5
bathe and 2 irvmg roomt

2 ft 3 Bedrooms
Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck
Also includes pool ft lennas

WUmtott Qmmti

yfadbon Terrace

3 Bedrooms
Each umt has 2 bath* and <%
fully furnished Unique floor
ajaji >\ net* lo- ajejej bSADSff

12* 3 Bedrooms
Comvtfanl tacatof k JMU
on South Man St Some ut*T'. • "I'll-'

Country Club Court

4 Bedrooms
Three floor* ol kv.no. space
fenced baokyard washer ft
dryer

1

3 Bedrooms
Each unti ii furnished and
has a full kitchen ft wet bar
Across from JMU Quad

Michelin

Cam/iked Court

^•ff
3 Bedrooms
Furnisher) low"houses with
2 5 baths Three Boors wl fiili
kitchen and washer/dryer

BFG

Kumho

Uniroyal

i-I i\>ini Sefcrj Check *

1 ft 2 Bedrooms
Located n Old Town newly
ramodeled. hardwoodrUe
Boors wesher'dryer

« J K*sM sassmerfc o« ttw Conwei Benkw h** Estate Corporanori Each
Offtsi Baasjaasdaaai OwftXAnoOpsrstSd An Equal C-ppoauiwty Emplov EQU* Housng OppofliMy

» Oil C-hantfr

Brake SVm<<- *

Slate insp«riit)n

\( Reptb i

* AliKiinuni

l__r

Diauni.Mit

N

45 ~o

CL)Cs_

GJ
r-

u
r

u

r^ bo «8*

M\00

(g) TOYOTA

^ V V, of ** ^

®TOYOTA

m

* lef ^
♦O buyatoyota.com

■ NOT All CUSTOMERS Will OUAUFY. CUSIOWERS RECEIVE $400 FROM TOYOIA FOWAKDSIEASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNTITLEO TOYOTA MODELS THROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA
DEAIfRS AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES SEE DEAIER OR VISIT VVWWT0V0TAIINANCIAl.COM/FINANCE FOR DfTAIIS. COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM IS SUBIFCT TO CHANGE OR TERMINATION AT ANY TIME.

I

JLJISSA ■aritrila slii
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fJujf (indent

try

*
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The Br«ze_
SOUNDS TOUGH!

Want to see your name in print?
Send us on emid at breezewpy@gmailxom
to write for the next supplement,
the Exam Relief Guide.

Results of the
online poll:

kmfrHWk
• Difficult Cases & Second Opinions

How would you
rate the quality
of education at
JMU?
Best of the best -41
High with room for
improvement - 89
Average - 25

• Dentistry. Surgery, Cadiology,
Orthopedic, Neurology & Cancer Treatment

Below average-1

• Drop Off Care & New Clients Welcome

Poor-o

•Boarding& Grooming

Total votes: 156

Convenient to JML'
498 University Blvd

(540)433-VETS(8387)

Across From Costco

540-434-4240
800-296-4240

The Next Poll
Question:

OANIELSPRO-AD.COM

Imprinted Sportswear

Do you feel that
transportation on
campus adequately
meets the needs of
the student body?

PURPLE DUFFLES
LIMITED
QUANTITIES'

»■»£

* U
$19.95

$34.95

Vote at thebreeze.org

DANIELS IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
NEW LOCATION:

600J UNivERsrrv

BOULEVARD

lunnconcoi

T-SHIRTS • SWEATSHIRTS • GREEK LETTERS
EMBROIDERY • PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS
OFFICIALLY LICENSED JMU PRINTER

SUPER| CROSSWORD
<« ■
n
*

ACROSS
I Big1
P" .1
4 "Slop, sailor!"
9 James ot "Misery"
71
13 Swashbuckling novelist
18 Grand Opry
am
19 Actress Berger
■■
20 Mournful music
21 f- Troop" corporal
44
■■
22 Si.111 of a remark by
Milton Berle
M
52
24 Mid size band
25 "Andrea ■"
26 Costa 27 "Family Feud" host
29 Division word
pH
31 Aachen article
M
t5
32 Basilica feature
K
34 Pan 2 of remark
38 TVs "General -"
too
42 Like some sheep
■ lut
43 Part of HOMES
U4
lit
1
44 Inclined
Mia
45 Senator Thurmond
47 "Waking-Devine" ('98 UJ

,»

"

I

V

11

H H

■

1

-MM1

UJ

«i

u

mm

n

H

■M

■ lOJ

HIOi [102
100 p^H'OW

111

' IU

•1 >

■
1.P

■
V4

H

^F www.sunchase.net

■

■ lA

RJ

127

133
117

49 Wee serving
hH
Mr
LI 1
52 Composer Schifnn
54 Circus performer
57 Put on a pedestal
128 Cnv s kill
37 Toasl Man
61 Soft tissue
131 Chileau valley
38 Grapefruit serving
63 Tangle
133 End of remark
39 October birthstonc
64 Damage
135 Wear away
40 Curved lines
65 Actress Ward
136 Computer key
41 Forsaken
66 Baseball's Boudrcau
137 "The Lady -" ("79 film|46 Ditch under a draw68 Enchilada alternative
118 Child welfare org.
bridge
70 "Trinity" author
139 Rock'I Meisne r
48 Object
72 Neighbor of Wyo
140 Slocking sniffers'
50 Change for the better
73 Obeys the dentist
141 Dispositions
51 Brawl
77 Part 3 of remark
142 "The Bells" nionogram53 Sonja Henie's birth78 "80s Joe Penny series
place
80 Crank's comment
DOWN
55 Acts like an ass'1
81 Skater Lipinski
1 Physicist Niels
56 Spirits
82 Noun suitix
2 "The Time Machine"
58 Amntsar attire
84 Sundown, to Shelley
people
59 Nonsense
85 Actor Arkin
3 English port
60 Smidgen
87 See I06ACRMI
4 Simile center
62 Throw a party
88 "Love Train" group
5 Feud
67 Custom
91 Thick of things
rt Novelist Selon
69 Message board?
95 Deni/en
7 Pack
71 Goblet part
97 Geological phenomenon* Homeric characters
73 Lost luster
99 The Chipmunks, e.g.
9 Pres Clinton,eg
74 - apso
100 Comic Carvey
10 Performer
75 Gray or Moran
101 Galena, for one
11 Actor's actor'.'
76 - Domingo
103 - -ski party
I- Irrit.no
79 "What's - for me?"
105 Priest's robe
l.lRigoletto.loGilda
80 Candy quantity
106 With 87 Across .type 14 Actor Tognaui
83 Spotted rodent
of liqueur
15 Gras
86 Belarusian city
109 Mem
16 Sharon ot Israel
89 Puppy protests
112 blanket
17 Trap
911 Withered
114 Part 4 of remark
20 "Tiny Bubbles" singer 92 Downspout
118 Well-informed
23 Comics' "Amis
93 Bank deposit I
119 "So that's your game!"28 He gives a hoot
94 "Twelfth Nighl role
120 Nonflowenng plant
30 ••- the fields we |o
96 Spanish surrealist
121 "The Addams Family" 33 Slangy sib
97 Equipment
uncle
35 Ain't right'
98 Happened again
125 Does Little work
36 Extensive
102 Heal a nft

1*

n
104 Eat in the evening
107 Right - the bat
108 A hole near the sole
I III Allude (to)
111 Dundee denial
113 Loud laugh
114 Bet
115 "Pal Joey" author
116 Boca -. II
117 Maine town
122 Willowy
123 Baseball's Martinez
124 Spanish river
126 I could - horse!"
127 Break suddenly
129 Eccentric
130 Curious George's creator
132 Musical syllables
134 Pitches

Contact us for more information or go to
www.sunchase.net (check under Live at Sunchase)

Virtual tours online at:

■I

mm\ ■

HAVE A GREAT THANKSGIVING BREAK!
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HOUSING STILI
S

■

| H

Don't know
the answers?
Find them at
thebreeze.oro

Make Us Your Best Catch
of the Year!
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540-442-4800

